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Warning: This is an independent addition to Luckiest Girl Alive, meant to enhance your
experience of the original book. If you have not yet bought the original copy, make sure
to purchase it before buying this unofficial summary from aBookaDay. Scout gives
voice to every social circle in Maycomb through her story, as the little witness who sees
all the comings and goings in the town. Together with Jem, she is her father's watcher,
inspiring Atticus Finch to commit all his greatest efforts to the Tom Robinson case, so
he can show his children what it means to fight a losing battle. She is the teller of her
brother's secrets, letting readers look in on the changing morality and maturation of a
young person growing up in a southern town in 1935, giving an insight into what the
adults of Maycomb will look like fifteen years later. With her childlike spite and
surprising wit, we can trust Scout Finch to tell the whole truth and nothing but. The
lessons of To Kill a Mockingbird are for Atticus Finch to teach and for us, through his
littlest daughter's eyes, to learn. Available on PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle
device. (c) 2015 All Rights Reserved
A teenager tries to steal the purse of Mrs. Luella Bates Washington Jones and is
rebuked in a surprising fashion.
Now a musical! Matilda is a sweet, exceptional young girl, but her parents think she's
just a nuisance. She expects school to be different but there she has to face Miss
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Trunchbull, a menacing, kid-hating headmistress. When Matilda is attacked by the
Trunchbull she suddenly discovers she has a remarkable power with which to fight
back. It'll take a superhuman genius to give Miss Trunchbull what she deserves and
Matilda may be just the one to do it! Here is Roald Dahl's original novel of a little girl
with extraordinary powers. This much-loved story has recently been made into a
wonderful new musical, adapted by Dennis Kelly with music and lyrics by Tim Minchin.
Set in the future after a devastating global nuclear war, The Chrysalids is a
philosophical tale with as much resonance today as it had when it was first written.
David Strorm lives in a tight-knit community of religious and genetic fundamentalists; a
group of people who exist in a state of constant alert for any deviation of what they
believe to be the norm of God’s creation. “Offenses” consist of plants and animals that
are in any way unusual, and they are publicly burned to the accompaniment of the
singing of hymns. “Blasphemies” are human beings who show any sign of abnormality,
and they’re banned from society. So when David realizes that he is in possession of a
power that would label him a mutant, he is forced to keep it a secret and reckon with
the idea of fleeing to the Badlands—a new world that could offer him either a death
sentence or freedom.
First published in 1938, 'Anthem' is a dystopian fiction novel by British writer Ayn Rand.
It takes place at some unspecified future date when mankind has entered another dark
age. Technological advancement is now carefully planned and the concept of
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individuality has been eliminated.
"Dr. Heidegger's Experiment" a short story by American author Nathaniel Hawthorne,
about a doctor who claims to have been sent water from the Fountain of Youth.
Originally published anonymously in 1837, it was later published in Hawthorne's
collection Twice-Told Tales, also in 1837.
Robin Hood and his band of Merry Men live the life of outlaws - stealing from the rich to
feed the poor. Together, they fight to end the cruel reign of Prince John and bring
peace to England. This exciting tale has been retold and adapted with new illustrations,
making it perfect for younger readers aged 4+.

The Short Stories of Langston Hughes This collection of forty-seven stories
written between 1919 and 1963--the most comprehensive available--showcases
Langston Hughes's literary blossoming and the development of his personal and
artistic concerns. Many of the stories assembled here have long been out of print,
and others never before collected. These poignant, witty, angry, and deeply
poetic stories demonstrate Hughes's uncanny gift for elucidating the most vexing
questions of American race relations and human nature in general.
When a tiger cub goes missing from the reserve, Neil is determined to find her
before the greedy Gupta gets his hands on her to kill her and sell her body parts
on the black market. Neil's parents, however, are counting on him to study hard
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and win a prestigious scholarship to study in Kolkata. Neil doesn't want to leave
his family or his island home and he struggles with his familial duty and his desire
to maintain the beauty and wildness of his island home in West Bengal's
Sunderbans.
“Wonderfully entertaining . . . This distinctive first novel goes down like a
chocolate milkshake but boasts the sharpness and finesse of a complex wine”
(Publishers Weekly). Gilbert Grape is a twenty-four-year-old grocery store clerk
stuck in Endora, Iowa, where the population is 1,091 and shrinking. After the
suicide of Gilbert’s father, his family never fully recovered. Once the town beauty
queen, Gilbert’s mother is now morbidly obese and planted eternally in front of
the TV; his younger sister has recently turned both boy-crazy and God-fearing,
while his older sister sacrifices everything for her family. And then there’s Arnie,
Gilbert’s younger brother with special needs. With no one else to care for Arnie,
Gilbert becomes his brother’s main parent, and all four siblings must tend to the
needs of their helpless, grieving mother. So Gilbert is in a rut—until a mysterious
new girl named Becky arrives in this small town. As his family gathers for Arnie’s
eighteenth birthday, Gilbert finds himself at a crossroads . . . This “completely
original” portrait of a family (The New York Times), “charged with sardonic
intelligence” (The Washington Post Book World), was the basis for a film starring
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Johnny Depp and Leonardo DiCaprio, and stands as one of the most memorable
novels of recent decades. “Sometimes funny, sometimes sad, and always
engaging.” —The Atlantic “By the book’s exhilaratingly luminous ending . . . we
have already been mesmerized.” —The Philadelphia Inquirer “A funny, touching,
caring first novel whose characters are familiar and moving in spite of (or perhaps
because of) their peculiarities.” —Booklist
Sydney Taylor Award-winning novel Berlin Boxing Club is loosely inspired by the
true story of boxer Max Schmeling's experiences following Kristallnacht.
Publishers Weekly called it "a masterful historical novel" in a starred review. Karl
Stern has never thought of himself as a Jew; after all, he's never even been in a
synagogue. But the bullies at his school in Nazi-era Berlin don't care that Karl's
family doesn't practice religion. Demoralized by their attacks against a heritage
he doesn't accept as his own, Karl longs to prove his worth. Then Max
Schmeling, champion boxer and German hero, makes a deal with Karl's father to
give Karl boxing lessons. A skilled cartoonist, Karl has never had an interest in
boxing, but now it seems like the perfect chance to reinvent himself. But when
Nazi violence against Jews escalates, Karl must take on a new role: family
protector. And as Max's fame forces him to associate with Nazi elites, Karl begins
to wonder where his hero's sympathies truly lie. Can Karl balance his boxing
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dreams with his obligation to keep his family out of harm's way? Includes an
author's note and sources page detailing the factual inspirations behind the
novel.
Brand new Wilbur Smith series for readers of 10+ - starring fourteen-year-old
Jack Courtney. Jack Courtney has lived in the UK his whole life. But this summer
his parents are travelling to the Democratic Republic of the Congo for a gorilla
conference, and they've promised to take Jack and his friends with them. When
his parents go missing in the rainforest, abducted by mercenaries, nobody seems
to have any answers. Jack is pretty sure that it's got something to do with the
nearby tantalum mines, but he needs to prove it. Along with Amelia and Xander,
Jack must brave the jungle to save his parents. Standing in his way is a member
of his own family - Caleb Courtney. There are western gorillas, forest elephants
and hippos. But there are also bandits, mercenaries and poachers. The three
friends will need their wits about them if they are not only to save Jack's parents,
but their own lives too.
Saki. Years of rivalry and feuding between the von Gradwitzes and the Znaeyms
seemingly come to an end when the two heads of the families find themselves in
a life-or-death situation. Unfortunately, their reconcilliation comes too late. 40
pages. Tale Bla
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Red, blue, yellow, green, orange, purple, pink—animals can be startlingly colorful.
Why are they found in so many shades, tints, and hues? From the scarlet ibis to
the blue-tongued skink, award-winning author/illustrator Steve Jenkins depicts a
whole world of colorful animals in his signature style. Living Color explores a
range of animals from old favorites like the pink flamingo to rare and fascinating
creatures such as the long-wattled umbrella bird and the ringed caecilian. How
do the brilliant feathers, scales,shells, and skin of these animals help them
survive? Find out in this strikingly beautiful book how animals use color to warn
predators, signal friends, attract a mate, or hide from their enemies.
This teacher's guide to Writing Fiction [in High School] by Sharon Watson is
crammed with teaching ideas and discussion starters for your high school fiction
writers and their discussion groups. Students will study and discuss empathetic
protagonists, meaningful descriptions, voice, point of view, plot, the hero's
journey, scene structure, getting published, and much, much more. Included in
Writing Fiction [in High School]: Teacher's Guide is the answer key for questions
in the text and in the assignments and answers for such work as identifying the
hero's journey phases in the Disney movie Tangled. Though minimal teacher
involvement is required for your teens to learn and practice the material in Writing
Fiction [in High School], this teacher's guide will equip you to be as involved as
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you care to be. Sharon Watson is the author of Writing Fiction [in High School]
and Apologia Press's popular middle school writing curriculum JUMP IN.
A Study Guide for James Hurst's "The Scarlet Ibis," excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Short Stories for Students. This concise study guide includes plot
summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical
context; suggestions for further reading; and much more. For any literature
project, trust Short Stories for Students for all of your research needs.
Three decades of short fiction by one of the most innovative and exciting writers
of our day In Louise Erdrich's fictional world, the mystical can emerge from the
everyday, the comic can turn suddenly tragic, and violence and splendor inhabit
a single emotional landscape. The fantastic twists and leaps of her imagination
are made all the more meaningful by the deeper truth of human feeling that
underlies them. These thirty-six short works selected by the author
herself—including five previously unpublished stories—are ordered chronologically
as well as by theme and voice, each tale spellbinding in its boldness and beauty.
The Red Convertible is a stunning literary achievement, the collected brilliance of
a fearless and inventive writer.
Ashamed of his younger brother's physical handicaps, an older brother teaches
him how to walk and pushes him to attempt more strenuous activities.
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Presents short stories involving teenagers around the world and how their lives
are affected by drugs, including a student in North America buying drugs in
school and an Afghan girl harvesting opium.
Through her friendship with Mrs. Flowers, a cultured and gentle Black woman,
Marguerite develops self-esteem and an appreciation for great literature.
From one of America’s most popular short story writers and an Academy Award
nominee: the O. Henry Award–winning tale that inspired the movie The Hunt. A
subject of mysterious rumors and superstition, the deserted Caribbean Island
was shrouded in an air of peril. To Sanger Rainsford, who fell off a yacht and
washed up on its shores, the abandoned isle was a welcome paradise. But
unknown to the big-game hunter, a predator lurked in its lush jungles—one more
dangerous than any he had ever encountered: a human. First published in 1924,
this suspenseful tale “has inspired serial killers, films and stirred controversy in
schools. A century on, the story continues to thrill” (The Telegraph). “[A] tense,
relentless story of man-against-man adventure, in which the hunter Sanger
Rainsford learns, at the hands of General Zaroff, what it means to be hunted.”
—Criterion
A delectable offering of the best stories written by master storytellers, including
Ruskin Bond, Anita Desai, Satyajit Ray, R.K. Narayan, Salman Rushdie and
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Vikram Seth, to name a few. Each story represents the richness and range of
contemporary writing for children, and is beautifully illustrated to make this truly a
collector's item.
Having suffered abuse and misfortune for much of her life, a young child
searches for a better life and finally gets a break in the home of a loving woman
with several foster children.
"[An American Childhood] combines the child's sense of wonder with the adult's
intelligence and is written in some of the finest prose that exists in contemporary
America. It is a special sort of memoir that is entirely successful...This new book
is [Annie Dillard's] best, a joyous ode to her own happy childhood." — Chicago
Tribune A book that instantly captured the hearts of readers across the country,
An American Childhood is Pulitzer Prize-winning author Annie Dillard's poignant,
vivid memoir of growing up in Pittsburgh in the 1950s and 60s. Dedicated to her
parents - from whom she learned a love of language and the importance of
following your deepest passions - this narrative tale will resonate for everyone
who has ever recalled with longing playing baseball on an endless summer
afternoon, caring for a pristine rock collection, or knowing in your heart that a
book was written just for you.
D.H. Lawrence [RL 7 IL 7-12] Desperate to please his aloof mother, Paul takes
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part in an eerie scheme to pick winning racehorses. Theme: desire for money
and love. 44 pages. Tale Blazers.
When a fire leaves twelve-year-old Scarlet in a different foster home than her
autistic little brother, she tracks a bird to find her way back to him in this deeply
moving illustrated novel from the author of Wild Wings. Scarlet doesn’t have an
easy life. She’s never known her dad, her mom suffers from depression, and her
younger brother Red has Asperger’s and relies heavily on her to make the world
a safe place for him. Scarlet does this by indulging Red’s passion for birds,
telling him stories about the day they’ll go to Trinidad and see all the wonderful
birds there (especially his beloved Scarlet Ibis), saving her money to take him to
the zoo, helping him collect bird feathers, and even caring for a baby pigeon who
is nesting outside his window. But things with her mom are getting harder, and
after a dangerous accident, Scarlet and Red are taken into foster care and
separated. As Scarlet struggles to cope with the sudden changes in her life and
her complex feelings towards her mom, the one thing she won’t give up on is
finding Red. Nothing is going to get in her way—even if it might destroy the new
possibilities offered to her by her foster family.
The Scarlet IbisCreative Company
Hundreds of recipes designed to get exceptional meals on the table in under an
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hour With Kitchen Simple, James Peterson, one of America’s most celebrated
cookbook authors and renowned cooking instructors, delivers a definitive
resource for the busy home cook. Elevating routine, weekday fare into exciting
culinary creations, Peterson proves unequivocally that great food need not be
complicated or time-consuming to prepare. More than 200 recipes, such as
Summer Steak Salad, Mexican-Style Gazpacho, White Bean Bruschetta, Red
Cabbage with Bacon and Apples, and Ricotta Ravioli, are thoughtfully
streamlined to require no more than thirty minutes of active prep time with
delivery to the table in under an hour. For leisurely meals and celebratory
occasions, there are also dozens of luxe dishes, like Red Wine Pot Roast,
Eggplant Parmigiano, Duck Confit, and Profiteroles with Chocolate Sauce. And,
from the master of sauces, comes a paired-down primer on making foolproof
Mayonnaise, Caper and Herb Sauce for vegetables and chicken, and an easy
Béarnaise to dress up grilled fish. Kitchen Simple presents creative possibilities
for weeknight meals, quick-and-easy breakfasts, impromptu dinner parties, and
inspired last-minute desserts. And with Peterson’s invaluable variations, cooks
can confidently substitute harder-to-find ingredients with items already at hand.
Additional advice on how to stock a pantry with staples to make everyday
cooking even easier, plus an inventory of truly indispensable kitchen tools make
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Kitchen Simple a go-to source of inspiration for cooks of all persuasions: novice
or experienced, time-pressed or laid-back, casual or serious.
Sixteen-year-old Pete relates how his twelve-year-old cousin's hero worship turns to hatred.
The Scarlet Letter: A Romance is a work of historical fiction by American author Nathaniel
Hawthorne, published in 1850.Set in Puritan Massachusetts Bay Colony during the years 1642
to 1649, the novel tells the story of Hester Prynne who conceives a daughter through an affair
and then struggles to create a new life of repentance and dignity. Containing a number of
religious and historic allusions, the book explores themes of legalism, sin, and guilt.The Scarlet
Letter was one of the first mass-produced books in America.It was popular when first published
and is considered a classic work today.It inspired numerous film, television, and stage
adaptations. Critics have described it as a masterwork and novelist D. H. Lawrence called it a
"perfect work of the American imagination".
Voted America's Best-Loved Novel in PBS's The Great American Read Harper Lee's Pulitzer
Prize-winning masterwork of honor and injustice in the deep South—and the heroism of one
man in the face of blind and violent hatred One of the most cherished stories of all time, To Kill
a Mockingbird has been translated into more than forty languages, sold more than forty million
copies worldwide, served as the basis for an enormously popular motion picture, and was
voted one of the best novels of the twentieth century by librarians across the country. A
gripping, heart-wrenching, and wholly remarkable tale of coming-of-age in a South poisoned by
virulent prejudice, it views a world of great beauty and savage inequities through the eyes of a
young girl, as her father—a crusading local lawyer—risks everything to defend a black man
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unjustly accused of a terrible crime.
A gripping tale of secret sin and ruthless revenge.
Stephen Crane's immortal masterpiece about the nightmare of war was first published in 1895
and brought its young author immediate international fame. Set during the Civil War, it tells of
the brutal disillusionment of a young recruit who had dreamed of the thrill and glory of war, only
to find himself fleeing the horror of a battlefield. Shame over his cowardice drives him to seek
to redeem himself by being wounded—earning what he calls the “red badge of courage.”
Praised for its psychological insight and its intense and unprecedented realism in portraying
the experience of men under fire,The Red Badge of Courage has been a beloved bestseller for
more than a century.
Contemporary / British English Nat and his family live near the sea. Nat watches the birds over
the sea. Suddenly the weather is colder, and there is something strange about the birds. They
are angry. They start to attack. They want to get into the house. They want to kill.
When an essay is due and dreaded exams loom, this book offers students what they need to
succeed. It provides chapter-by-chapter analysis, explanations of key themes, motifs and
symbols, a review quiz, and essay topics. It is suitable for late-night studying and paper writing.
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